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Feel. Sail. Explore.Feel. Sail. Explore.



An adventure that starts at the 
end of the world 
Aboard our expedition cruises and discover the most remote corners of 
southernmost Patagonia.

You will navigate the fjords and the channels of Tierra del Fuego, in the most uttermost heart of 
Patagonia, where nature prevails untouched and wild. With our expedition cruises, we will take 
you where no other vessel can reach, from Punta Arenas in Chile or Ushuaia in Argentina, to the 
legendary Cape Horn, sailing along glaciers and hidden bays, that only a few have had the 
privilege to explore.   

SOUTH
AMERICA



Celebrate the 500th Anniversary of the accomplishment of Portuguese navigator Ferdinand Magellan aboard 
Australis, for having discovered the passage that is named after him.

Navigate a historic strait



PÍA GLACIER 
Visit one of the most 
active glaciers in the 

southernmost ice fields of 
South America, located in 

the Darwin Range.

MAGDALENA ISLAND 
AND TUCKERS ISLETS 

On Tuckers Islets and 
Magdalena Island, we will 
admire some of the most 

important penguin colonies 
of Patagonia.

CAPE HORN AND 
BEAGLE CHANNEL

Visit the most remote corner 
of the southern hemisphere 
and navigate the legendary 

Beagle Channel, named after 
the brigantine led by Robert 

Fitz Roy, that brought 
Charles Darwin to
explore Patagonia.
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Discover the most remote corner 
of Patagonia
On board one of our vessels, Ventus and Stella Australis, you will be able to 
admire the majestic Cape Horn, the Darwin Range and the Beagle Channel, 
among other gems of the Patagonian landscape of Tierra del Fuego.

Located where the American continent ends, the unknown archipelago of Tierra del Fuego has 
attracted navigators and explorers throughout time. From Ferdinand Magellan to Charles Darwin, 
many renowned men have ventured to discover these faraway lands, still unexplored today. Along 
our route, you will get to know geographical milestones and natural landscapes known worldwide 
in an unforgettable journey of discovery and adventure.

Cape Horn



Wulaia Bay UshuaiaPunta Arenas

Beagle Channel Ainsworth Bay



Discover the southernmost glaciers of the world, that flow down to the sea from the Darwin Range. Live and listen 
to their majestic presence.

Admire thousand-year-old glaciers 



Admire wild nature
Formed during the last glacial period, the Patagonian landscape offers the 
unique opportunity to experience pure ecosystems. Explore one of the most 
remote places in the world.

ALBATROSS 
They usually fly along 

seamen during their 
journey, delighting those 

who admire them with 
their amazing flight.

MURTILLA
The Magellanic forests 

abound in Murtilla, a tasty 
and aromatic wild variety 

of myrtle.

MAGELLAN PENGUIN
In September, the first 

Magellan penguins arrive 
in Patagonia to eat and 

breed. It is the perfect 
time to see them building 

their nest and wooing 
their partners.

Bahía
Wulaia

SOUTH AMERICAN 
FUR SEAL

Smaller and with a more 
proportioned head 

compared to the 
common seal, this 

animal is an endangered 
species in the Magellan 

and Chilean
Antarctic Regions.



Learn and explore with our guides 
Our team of expert guides, who are specialized in the natural history of Magallanes, glaciology, 
paleontology, and oceanography, will take you to explore the natural wonders of Tierra del 
Fuego. Get ready to be amazed and learn with them during our daily onboard expedition 
programs that include disembarkations via zodiac boats.  



CUISINE 
Enjoy first-class cuisine, 

with the best local 
ingredients and 

international 
gastronomy.

ACTIVITIES
Lectures, documentaries, 

a library full of 
literature about 

Patagonia, board games 
and so much more to 

have fun onboard.

LOUNGES
Spacious lounges with 

panoramic views and 
reading areas.

Relax onboard
Treat yourself to an inviting story, enjoy happy hour by the bar with fellow passengers, or 
simply sit back and relax as you take in the sights of Patagonia’s enchanting landscape from 
the comfort of the ship.



Have a first-class culinary experience. Our crew is dedicated to offer detailed attention and all-inclusive 
service, so that you can sit back and enjoy yourself.

Enjoy an extraordinary service



NO MORE PLASTIC
We promote the use of 

canteens in order to 
reduce plastic pollution.

SCIENCE AND 
BUSINESS

Thanks to the Programa de 
Vinculación Ciencia Empresa 

(Science and Business 
Correlation Program), our 
guides are experts in the 

natural history of 
Magallanes, bird counting, 

sampling and analysis of 
plant and wildlife. This is 

how we contribute to 
important scientific research 
of the Patagonian ecosystem.

WALKWAYS 
During excursions, 

passengers utilize wooden 
walkways, like the one that 

leads to the albatross 
monument on Cape Horn, to 
minimize our environmental 

impact in the area. Sustainable tourism

Aware of the importance of the areas we visit, we are committed to making sure that our 
passengers respect nature. To ensure minimal environmental impact, we walk on footbridges 
and encourage minimal plastic material usage onboard. Additionally, our crew is in constant 
collaboration with the scientific research community in Patagonia. 



Maximum care for the
environment 
Sailing through one of the most unspoiled ecosystems of the world is a privilege. 
Our goal is to preserve this environment as untouched and wild as it was on our 
first day of operations almost 30 years ago.



Deck plan and cabins

M/V Stella Australis - M/V Ventus Australis
Passenger capacity: 200 ea.
Cabin total: 100 ea.

DARWIN DECK 

DARWIN LOUNGE

CABO DE HORNOS DECK 

SKY LOUNGE

BRIDGE

TIERRA DEL FUEGO DECK

YAM
ANA

LOUNGE

MAGALLANES DECK

CONCIERGE 

PATAGONIA DECK

PATAGONIA DINING ROOM 

GALLEY

Standard Cabin
177 sq.ft / 16,5 m2 Superior Cabin

220 sq.ft / 20,5 m2

Our fleet
Especially designed and built to navigate the southernmost 
channels of the world, our ships Ventus and Stella Australis have a 
maximum capacity of 200 passengers. We follow strict security 
protocols that allow us to travel in the narrower routes, where the 
bigger ships cannot venture.

AAA Standard Cabin – Ventus

Darwin Lounge - Stella

AAA Superior Cabin - Stella

Patagonia Dining Room - Ventus
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Our Routes
Whether you are sailing from Punta Arenas, Chile or Ushuaia in Argentina, our 
4-day one-way itineraries connect southern Patagonia’s major cities. In 
addition to our Fjords of Tierra del Fuego and Patagonia Explorers one-way 
itineraries, we also offer 8-night round-trip experiences.
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Fjords of Tierra del Fuego – itinerary
4 nights | Punta Arenas - Ushuaia

Day 1: Punta Arenas

Day 2: Ainsworth Bay – Tuckers Islets*

Day 3: Pía Glacier – Glaciares Alley**

Day 4: Cape Horn – Wulaia Bay

Day 5: Ushuaia

* This excursion is replaced by Brookes Glacier in September and April.
** This is not an excursion.

Magdalena IslandCape Horn Águila Glacier

Patagonia Explorers - Itinerary
4 nights | Ushuaia - Punta Arenas

Day 1: Ushuaia

Day 2: Cape Horn – Wulaia Bay

Day 3: Pía Glacier – Garibaldi Glacier

Day 4: Águila Glacier – Cóndor Glacier

Day 5: Magdalena Island* - Punta Arenas

* This excursion is replaced by Marta Island in September and April.

Ainsworth Bay Pía Glacier Wulaia Bay



EXPEDITION CRUISES

PHONE NUMBERS
CHILE: +56 2 2797 1000

ARGENTINA: +54 11 5983 9402
USA: +1 855 PATAGONIA (728 2466)

EUROPE: +34 93 497 0484
BRAZIL: +55 11 3266 4221

E-MAIL
sales@australis.com

europe@australis.com
suportebrasil@australis.com
northamerica@australis.com

WWW.AUSTRALIS.COM


